Liability Claims Tool Kit

Achieve MSP compliance in liability
claims with ISO Claims Partners
Start-to-finish MSP solutions for liability
claims
Medicare Secondary Payer (MSP) compliance presents complex
challenges when handling liability claims, and you need to plan
carefully to gain sufficient protection from potential exposure. As an
industry leader, ISO Claims Partners offers a complete suite of tools
and services to cover all your compliance needs for liability claims.

Rely on the best MSP compliance team
ISO Claims Partners has a team of attorneys with experience on
both the plaintiff and defense sides of liability matters—and a
comprehensive knowledge of complex litigation and claims coverage
issues. For Section 111 reporting, conditional payments, and the
complicated issue of future medical allocations, liability claims
payers need MSP strategies to minimize risk and move claims
quickly toward resolution. Whatever type of liability claim you’re
dealing with—from automobile tort to mass tort, from medical
malpractice to ingestion or exposure claims—we’ll help you navigate
the complex maze of MSP compliance.

ISO Claims Partners offers a full suite of services to help you
meet the MSP challenge in liability cases, including:
• MSP Navigator®
• Conditional Payment Compliance
• CP Link®
• Liability Medicare Set-Asides (LMSA)
• Protocol Design
• Settlement Consultation Services

MSP Navigator®
MSP Navigator® is a highly accurate Section 111 reporting solution
supported by the ISO Claims Partners team of legal and medical
experts. The solution not only reports data but also provides CMS
compliance analytics.

Conditional Payment Compliance
The ISO Claims Partners team of legal and medical experts has
developed a broad range of conditional payment services regarding
the U.S. Department of Treasury, Medicare Advantage, and Medicaid
to facilitate seamless, worry-free compliance while reducing costs.

CP Link®
Integrated into your Section 111 data reporting system, CP Link®
automatically identifies Medicare beneficiaries and initiates the
Medicare conditional payment compliance process. Since every
claim is checked, compliance gaps are reduced to assure full
CMS compliance.

Liability Medicare Set-Asides
Effective MSP compliance calls for a combined medical and legal
approach to make sure you pay for only what is necessary—and
nothing more. Our experienced team of professionals calculates a
future medical allocation for cases in which an LMSA is necessary.

Protocol Design
Our Protocol Design service provides claims handlers and counsel
with crucial education and training to assess and improve your
current MSP compliance practices, MSP reporting, conditional
payments, and Medicare Set-Asides. Your staff will learn to develop
practical compliance protocols based on the MSP statute, your
objectives, and your tolerance for risk.

ISO Claims Partners
is uniquely positioned to help you achieve
compliance and cost savings with our
legal, medical, and technology expertise.

INSIGHTS
Data from more than 1 billion industrywide claims
The largest number of successful Medicare
submissions in the industry
 arket-leading predictive analytics tools supporting
M
enhanced triaging and resolution
Industry-leading OCR and text-mining capabilities

ADVOCACY
The industry’s largest and most experienced team
of legal and medical MSP compliance experts

Settlement Consultation Services

Customized, flexible solutions based on your
risk management strategy

ISO Claims Partners’ team of medical and legal experts can remove
obstacles to closing complex claims. We’ll help identify a book of
claims to tackle, coordinate settlement conferences, and expedite
preparation of MSAs or conditional payments. You’ll achieve largescale claims resolution from a concentrated, time-efficient effort.

On-site file consultation and pickup

RESULTS
Improved claims outcomes and loss ratios
E xpedited settlements
Mitigated risk and settlement consistency

Get your complimentary consultation
To learn more about our comprehensive set of MSP solutions
for liability claims, please contact:

ISO Claims Partners
1-866-630-2772
CPinfo@verisk.com
verisk.com/isoclaimspartners
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